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ABSTRACT 

The method of the distortion operator developed before 

is generalized to many - channel scattering. Expressions for 

cross-sections in terms of the matrix elements of the matrix 

D are found. For the D-matrix the variational method is 

developed which is a counterpart of ihe conventional varia

tional method by Kohn; we expect, however, that our method 

converges more rapidly. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the last paper [1], the so called method of distor

tion operator has been used in electron - hydrogen atom scat

tering. A variational method developed for this purpose «as 

used. Comparison of results using a simple trial function 

with the results following from the Kohn'e procedure turned 

out on the distortion operator behalf. In what follows we 

generalize the method to the case of many channel scattering. 

2. GENERALIZATION OF D-OPERATOR FORMALISM 

Let us consider scattering of a particle of mass m on 

a target that can be, except of the ground, in several exci

ted states; for the sake of definiteness we shall consider 

one excited state. The wave matrix describing this scat

tering 

(2) W"(4- «fW 
satisfied the following radial differential Schrodinger 

equation: 

di 

where 
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and the potential matrix is symmetrical, together with tbe 
asymptotic condition 

7 1 I . I 7 SIU 1 ' / j_^_ (Щ-tJt (*„*.); 0 
< *<г7~̂ 1 о -Ячьи*)) 

О) 

•/С о К^Ц 
where м. is • :ie reaccance ma.rix. Physically iiiportant 
transition matrix is connected, vith the A -na.tr i x through 
t-'-r- so called Heitler equation 

T~K+ÍKT . (M 

Г'гя cross-section oJ elastic 1-1 scattering is expressed in 
.erms of / a-

k7C I rr 11 0 , J±-/T /' 
U„ £2 I 'Hi 

h) 

nr tuc tne3 a s " i.- 1-. ' s c a t t e r ! g as 

4 Г , ,2. 

1 ' 

! 'ow, l e u i t r a? i s fo r i r . <he wave m c - r i x JU . V- Хг,\1ч\; 

way; 

wl iere U0 is the plane wave 

http://-na.tr
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and L* is some new matrix with the asynptotics 

0 ;lfFz*nA^))' (9) 

For the #t -matrix we get, introducinp: transformation (7) 
into tlie integral expression for /l 

K- - [ <fc4 11 и : (10) 

-/ „4B 
K-+(1-D) К (ID 

where 

KÍB*-fd>LUo U"c (12) 

is the first Born approximation of the A. -matrix. Using the 

HeiMer equation (k) we find for the / -matrix 

1- (1-D-<Ka)"Ka 

Тле differential equation satisfied Ъ\ . e U -matrix 
is obtained introducing transformation (7) into the Scňro-
dinger equation (2). Ve get 
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-i-,u*'(i£-i*bl-n)u>-vu. (K'S)'1 <*> 

where Li-n ia the reduced interaction acting on the function 

U as follows: 

U^u^V^u^UuAK'^-fd^^Uu1' . (15) 

о 

Let us form the functional 

Г- Jek (и'Г 1г ď . w) 

Its value, in the case that the function u is exact, i.e. 
it satisfies differential equation (l**), is 

),/,/«,-•' Л*/„/«К (17) ии>ии»У(кт-иЮ 
The first variation of the functional (l6) is 

Ve can transform the first of integrals, considering the 
asymptot ice of the matrix function >-Л , to the form 

so that, finally, employing symmetry of the A. .matrix 
which, in our case, leads to the formula 
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гшУ- (K'VJ) 
we obtain 

ďf - 2 (КТ/J) 
Further, comparing with the total variation of the functio
nal (l6) we get the counterpart of the Kato identity 2 for 
the D-matrix 

J) * Dt - (ltť-Д J * Cf (Uďf) , (ас, 

which, up о terms of higher orders, provides possibility of 
variation approximation of the D-matrix and, by means of (ll) 

-matrix and, using (13)» * -matrix. This is the generali
zation of approximation obtained by Spruch and Rosenberg ГЗ] 
for one-channel scattering in the limit of zero energy. 

The variation principle (l9)> on the other hand, makes 
possible to determine variational parameters appearing in 

1 P the trial LÁ -function. 

(18) 

(19) 

К 
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